
Add an affordable, 
visually appealing level of 
authentication to tickets 
with clear toner.

Show your clients a new way to add 
integrity to event tickets
From fundraising galas to elaborate corporate functions, 
provide greater value to tickets and peace of mind for your 
customers with clear toner watermarking. The RICOH Pro 
C7200X Series Graphic Arts Edition Digital Sheet-fed Presses  
let you offer this upscale 5th Color embellishment to tickets to 
help provide authentication under normal lighting, with no 
need for a UV flashlight or lamp.

Look to Ricoh for a turnkey approach
Take advantage of the Pro C7200X Series Graphic Arts Edition with RICOH TotalFlow® Prep prepress software to auto-number 
tickets, and add a trusted finishing solution for cutting, and you have a powerful new way to grow your business. This unique 
output solution is profitable for you and affordable for customers, even at limited volumes. Customized security codes, images 
or details printed with clear toner for the Ricoh 5th Color Station are visible when tilted in normal lighting, but cannot be 
duplicated or scanned, adding a straightforward level of security.

In addition to tickets, use clear toner to create eye-catching effects across a wide range of media, including synthetics and 
metallics, for a luxe look that sets brands apart. 

Watermarked, 
auto-numbered 
event tickets



Hardware: 
The RICOH Pro C7200X Series Graphic Arts Edition Digital 
Sheet-fed Presses featuring Ricoh’s 5th Color Station 
provide fast, high-quality output across a broad range of 
media. 

Software: 
RICOH TotalFlow™ Prep prepress software delivers 
imposition and composition tools to minimize job setting 
requirements with an intuitive user interface. Unique 
numbers add to the security of tickets for events of all sizes. 

Finishing:
To finish tickets and get them customer-ready, the Duplo 
DC-646 Slitter/Cutter/Creaser makes fast work of cutting 
press sheets down to individual tickets, or predefined 
ticket sets. 

Engage Ricoh to install, deploy and provide training 
on this complete solution to further ensure your 
success at every stage. 

Key benefits:
• Clear toner helps add authenticity to event 

tickets, invitations and more and cannot be 
copied or scanned to create duplicates.

• Serve customer needs of any size without the 
cost, setup and turnaround time limitations of 
an offset process.

• Minimize setup time using the  
auto-numbering and imposition features of 
RICOH TotalFlow Prep.

• Use secure tickets as means to differentiate 
your offerings, win new business and  
grow accounts.

Ricoh offers an end-to-end solution

Ticket image data

TotalFlow Prep 4.2
(or later)

1. Import Data Files 2. Numbering & Imposition 

4. Cut & Perforation

3. Print with Clear Toner

Duplo DC-646
Slitter/Cutter/Creaser

Windows PC

For more information and to see samples contact your local sales representative or visit Ricoh-USA.com
Ricoh is empowering digital workplaces using innovative technologies and services enabling individuals to work smarter. For more than 80 
years, Ricoh has been driving innovation and is a leading provider of document management solutions, IT services, commercial and industrial 
printing, digital cameras and industrial systems.
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